IAT TREVISO - Tourist Information Office
Via Fiumicelli, 30 Tel. +39 0422547632
info@turismotreviso.it
Getting around town
BY BUS:
MOM Mobilità di Marca
Ticket office: Piazza Duca d’Aosta, 1
Tel. +39 0422588311
Call center: …
www.mobilitadimarca.it
BY TAXI:
Piazza Duca d’Aosta
Tel. + 39 0422 431515
www.taxitreviso.it
BY BIKE:
TVBIKE is Treviso city’s official bike sharing service. You can choose within
different types of subscriptions. For further information, visit Tabaccheria
Barberia, via Barberia, 17 – Tel. +39 800033330
www.tvbiketreviso.it
BY CAR:
The city centre is a Limited Traffic Zone (ZTL). You can download the city map
here: www.comune.treviso.it
BY CAMPERVAN:
Area: FORO BOARIO equipped area
Classification: AA
Address: Via Castello D’Amore
Cost: free of charge
Info: Local Police Office Tel. +3904221915555
Parking capacity: 13
Basic services: lighting, loading and unloading
Nearby services: supermarket, bus station, cafe, pizza restaurant, restaurants,
pharmacy, ATM.
Location: 5 mins far from the city centre.
Area: VIA BOCCACCIO equipped area
Classification: AA
Address: Via Boccaccio
Cost: free of charge
Info: Local Police Office Tel. +390422301140
Parking capacity: 23
Basic services: lighting, loading and unloading
Nearby services: supermarket, bus station, cafe, pizza restaurant, restaurants,
pharmacy, ATM.

Introduction
Located in the heart of Veneto region,
Treviso offers everything you would
look for in a mid-sized city. Also called
“the little Venice of the Mainland”
because of its pretty canals and
narrow cobbled streets, Treviso is not
just another fake Venice. It may lack
great touristy sites such as Grand
Canal or St. Mark’s Square, but it also
lacks tourist traps, overpriced services
and overcrowded areas. Treviso is a
city that fits all of your needs, as it
creates the perfect balance between
nature and culture, tradition and
typical food. As the map shows, there
are a lot of pedestrian routes to take a
walk around the city. It only takes two
hours to follow our entire route, except
for the attractions’ visiting time. We
hope our little guide can help you
discovering our wonderful city.
Enjoy your stay!

Treviso can be divided into six districts: main square, mills, market, riviere, victory
and borgo.
Along this path, there are road signs that will point out the city’s main attractions,
providing useful information and helping visitors to find their way around Treviso.
Further information can be found in the following websites: www.comune.treviso.it
and www.urbecomtreviso.it
Download the free app Ubercom Treviso (available for IOS and Android)
Scan the QR code available on road signs, monuments and maps.
DISTRICT: THE RIVIERAS
• Porta Altinia and The Big Sphere
• The State Archives
• Church of Santa Margherita
• Latin quarter and University
• Dante’s Bridge
DISTRICT: THE MARKET
• Santa Caterina Museum
• St. Thomas’ Gate
DISTRICT: THE MILLS
• Church of San Francesco
• Corte di S.Parisio
DISTRICT: THE SQUARE
The Tre Visi Fountain
Santa Lucia Church
Loggia dei cavalieri
Piazza dei Signori and Palazzo dei Trecento
Fountain of Tits
DISTRICT: THE “BORGO”
• Casa da Noal e Casa Robegan
• ” Luigi Bailo” Civic Museum
• Pio X Planetarium
• Porta di Santi Quaranta
• The 16th Town Wall
DISTRICT: THE VICTORY MONUMENT
• S.Nicolò temple
• Monument to The Fallen of Piazza Vittoria
• Mario Del Monaco Theatre

Le Riviere: a walk on water
Let’s go for a walk along the Sile river, in the footsteps of great
Italian artists who have drawn inspiration from these places.
(1) Porta Altinia and The Big Sphere by Toni Benetton
Porta Altinia, one of the three existing city gates, was the first
gate to be built (1514-1515). Unlike the monumental St. Thomas
gate, its simple architectural design shows how scarce the
available resources were at that time. Coming from Porta Altinia,
you will find a majestic work of art, The Big Sphere by local
sculptor Toni Benetton. This art piece is placed at the centre of a
flowerbed at the beginning of Via Roma. (
http://museotonibenetton.it/main/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/To
niBenetton_biografia_ENG.pdf)
(2) The State Archives
The State Archives of Treviso are situated in the ex-convent of
Santa Margherita’s Order of Hermits (13th-14th century).
(3) Church of Santa Margherita
Due to the suppression of its owners order, Saint Augustine’s
Order of Hermits, this former church has been desecrated since
the beginning of the 19th century.

THINGS YOU MAY NOT KNOW:
The radiating chapel on the right side of the church was frescoed
around the middle of the 14th century by Tomaso da Modena,
who painted the famous series of wall-paintings Legend of Saint
Ursula. This series of frescoes was detached in 1882-1883 by
Luigi Bailo, who wanted to prevent its destruction. The art work is
currently displayed at the Municipal Museum of Santa Caterina.
In many parts of the church, however, you can still find some
remains of the original frescoes.
(http://projekte.hawk-hhg.de/ewaglos/pages/download.php)

(4) Latin Quarter and University

Until a few years ago, in this area there was the civil hospital of
San Leonardo that Fondazione Cassamarca purchased and
renovated. In 2006, Italian architect Paolo Portoghesi converted
this place into a University Campus and into a residential and
commercial area.

(5) Dante’s Bridge

This bridge is quoted by Dante in a famous verse of The Divine
Comedy (Paradiso, IX, 49) as the place “where the Sile and
Cagnano join one lordeth it”. The great poet wanted to describe
accurately the different nuances of the Sile and Cagnan rivers. In
fact, the two watercourses run side by side along a certain stretch
before merging.

THINGS YOU MAY NOT KNOW:

The pedestrian bridge, made of maple wood, connects the two
banks of the Sile river. It was designed by architect Portoghesi,
inspired by the original bridge of Santa Margherita. It was painted
by local artist Medoro Coghetto during the 18th century.

(6) Basilica santuario di Santa Maria Maggiore

The Basilica (15th-16th century), also called “della Madona
Granda”, is a sanctuary that was founded in place of a shrine
dedicated to the Virgin Mary.

CURIOSITIES:

This Basilicas’s tower bell, currently incomplete, was built in
1516. Originally it was destined for military purpose.

Il Mercato: an explosion of flavours
This area is one of Treviso’s most typical ones. Here you
can visit the local market every Tuesday and Saturday
morning. This is a must-see, particularly for those who
want to taste the main local specialties while walking
around the market by the nearby taverns.
(7) Santa Caterina Museum
This museum has been through a lot of changes during
the years. However, thanks to the project of Carlo
Scarpa, a famous worldwide-known architect, it hosts a
conspicuous number of local and international
exhibitions.
(8) St. Thomas’ Gate
St. Thomas’ Gate is dedicated to St. Thomas of
Canterbury (16th century). On its top you can see a
statue of St. Paul, commissioned by podestà Paolo Nani,
the authority of the city at that time. This gate is one of
the three existing city gates. As a matter of fact, originally
there were twelve gates among the city walls of Treviso.
CURIOSITIES:
If you care to look above its central arch and its
pedestrian wicket gate, you can still see this gate’s
original slits.

LOCAL CUISINE
There is a conspicuous number of typical dishes you
can taste in this area. The specialties mentioned below
are probably the most characteristic ones, but we
suggest you try them all!
IL RADICCHIO, THE TYPICAL TREVISO RED
RADISH
The Treviso red radish is the main ingredient of the
local cuisine. Its leaves are spear-shaped, with a dark
wine red colour and a mildly bitter flavour. Also known
as “il fiore d’inverno” (“the winter flower”), the PGI
Treviso red radish can be cooked in many different
ways. This is what makes it a true staple ingredient in
every local menu. Nowadays, it has become famous all
over the world, in all its varieties.
TIRAMISU, THE MOST FAMOUS DESSERT OF THE
CITY
Among the most well-known and loved desserts in the
world, Tiramisu is truly one of Treviso’s specialties. It is
made of ladyfingers, eggs, sugar, mascarpone (Italian
cream cheese), coffee and cocoa powder. Many cities
and regions lay claim to its successful recipe. However,
the authentic recipe belongs to Treviso. This theory has
been sustained by renowned gourmet Giuseppe
Maffioli in his book La cucina trevigiana (The cuisine of
Treviso) at the end of the ‘60s.

THE MILLS
The mills, one of Treviso’s most evocative areas with a
peaceful, romantic and timeless atmosphere.
CHURCH OF ST. FRANCIS
According to an ancient story, St. Francis guided his fellow
monks to Treviso in 1224.
THINGS YOU MAY NOT KNOW:
The remains of two of the most famous Italian poets’ sons
are kept in this church. We are talking about Italian poets
Dante Alighieri and Francesco Petrarca.
CORTE DI SAN PARISIO
Renovated in 2008, its peculiar structure depends on the
place where it was build. It was a former cloister and interior
courtyard of the old convent of the camaldolese nuns of St.
Cristina and St. Parisio.
THE MARKET
The fruit and vegetable market is the best place to
experience the authentic local life. Ittakes place every
morning from Monday to Friday.
ISOLA DELLA PESCHERIA E MOLINETTO
This tiny island was built in the middle of the Cagnan
Grande river in 1856 by architect Francesco Bomben, as a
result of the stratification of natural deposits. A true
must-see is the daily fish market (closed on Sundays and
Monday mornings).

THINGS YOU MAY NOT KNOW:
Nowadays, all the mills are not functioning anymore. Only
the mill located in Pescheria has been restored during the
years.
CASA DEI CARRARESI
Casa dei Carraresi is a medieval building that became a
relaxing p place for merchants and travelers.
Once named “Osteria alla Croce”, now it hosts
international exhibitions and events.
It is always a good idea to spend a couple of hours there,
no matter if you are a local or just a tourist.
BURANELLI
BURANELLI is definitely one of the most magical areas of
Treviso.
It is called the Buranelli channel because of a 18th
century building near a bridge. This building functioned
as warehouse for merchants coming from the island of
Burano. It was not only a good mean of communication
throughout the city, but also a meeting point for the
lavandere (lit. laundresses ) that went there to wash the
clothes of the venetian Lords.
SOME WORDS FROM THE LOCAL DIALECT
Fontanassi: resurgent springs
Lavandare: laundresses
PALAZZO BOMBEN
Original home of several noble families of the Veneto
region, now Palazzo Bomben is the headquarters of
Fondazione Benetton, which deals with public initiatives
on popular and scientific themes.
Here you can also take part in different cultural meetings.

Piazza dei Signori, the heart of Treviso
The most characteristic and well-known places of the town,
dedicated to all those who are visiting Treviso for the first time.
For time in Treviso? You surely have to paying a visit to our
town’s main square, Piazza dei Signori! Here you will find a series
of monuments and historical buildings that you just cannot miss!
The Tre Visi Fountain
The Tre Visi Fountain owes its name to the decorative element
positioned on the top representing three male heads. It is a
modern copy of the original sculpture, since lost, and it bears
witness to a fanciful etymological origin of Treviso’s name.
Myths and legends about the origins of Treviso
Legend has it that Treviso was founded by a noble Trojan War
refugee. On the spot where there was a Paduan tower crowned
with a sculpture of a young lady with three heads and three faces.
Actually, Treviso derives its name from the Latin word
“Tarvisium”. The toponym’s origins are uncertain: the most likely
hypothesis is that “Tarvisium” comes from the Celtic and Gallic
“tarvos” (bull). Others think that it comes from the Latin term
“Tervisus” which means “three hills”, that correspond nowadays to
Piazza Duomo, Piazza dei Signori (Lords’s Square) and St.
Andrew, where the first settlements were built.

Santa Lucia’s Church
Santa Lucia’s Church, built on the ruins of Treviso’s jails, is a little
gem of the town. Thanks to its location and to its frescoes and the
vaulted ceiling it is one of the most fascinating churches in town
and a place of spirituality. (www.Trevisoinfo.com)
Loggia dei Cavalieri
The Loggia dei Cavalieri is a building unique of its kind in Europe
and a symbol of the aristocratic political power during the Libero
Comune historical period. Over the years it had various functions.
It went from being an entertaining place for the aristocracy (the
Knights) to a deposit of timber and barrels. it became also a coffin
shop during the fall of the aristocracy.
Piazza dei Signori (Lords’ Square) and Palazzo dei Trecento
Piazza dei Signori
Also known as Lords’ Square, this is the core of the town and the
center of the city life thanks to its cafés, restaurants and bars.
Palazzo dei Trecento
The Palazzo dei Trecento, also called Palazzo della Ragione, was
built between 1185 and 1213. It was home to the main
administrative council of the Commune of Treviso, now it is the
seat of the Municipal Council and various public events as
exhibitions and expositions, open to visitors.
THINGS YOU MAY NOT KNOW
Treviso has been the set for the Italian-style comedy “The Birds,
the Bees and the Italians”, which won the Grand Prix award at the
1966 Cannes Film Festival.

The Fountain of Tits
The original Fountain of Tits is situated in the
colonnade of the Loggia dei Trecento but it is
possible to admire the copy made by the
Peruvian sculptor Miguel Miranda in the
courtyard of Zignoli Palace, at the end of the
Galleria della Strada Romana.
Ca’ dei Ricchi
Ca’ dei Ricchi is a fifteenth-century palazzo
whose façades recall the precious Venetian
tapestries. It is a hidden treasure of Treviso,
thanks to the ceilings of the arcades and to its
frescoes. Nowadays the Palazzo is used for art
expositions and events.

Diocesan Museum of Sacred Art
The Canoniche Vecchie, dated back to 12th century,
were parsonage houses but now host the Diocesan
Museum. The museum displays paintings, sculptures,
vestments and archeological and epigraphical material.
You can’t miss the reliquary containing the fragment of a
vestment that belonged to San Parisio, a a Camaldolese
monk who lived in Treviso.
Cathedral
The Treviso Cathedral, also known as Duomo di Treviso,
is dedicated to S.Pietro. It has been renovated many
times becoming a perfect combination of different
architectural styles. Indeed it has Neo-Reinassance style
inside, Reinassance in the apsidal chapels and
Romanesque in the Crypt. The must-see of the Cathedral
are the Cappella dell’Annunziata (1520), which contains
paintings by Pordenone and Titian, and also the Cappella
del Santissimo Sacramento (1511), containing sculptures
by T.Lombardo, P.Bordone, Gerolamo da Treviso il
Vecchio, and A.Vittoria.
Tips
You can enjoy from behind of the bell tower a view of the
Cathedral, a picturesque combination of different
buildings dominated by the great cupolas, one of the
most characteristic features of the town.

A GLIMPSE OF HEAVEN: PROSECCO
SUPERIORE HILLS
PROSECCO SUPERIORE HILLS
Only a few kilometers away from Treviso, the
unique landscape of Alta Marca is
characterised by woods and vineyards,
astounding rivers and tiny villages. In this
area, you can admire ancient churches and
monuments, taste delicious typical food and
local wines. Take a walk around the woods
and visit the hometowns of our very own
renowned artists. Furthermore, you simply
cannot miss all the numerous events that
take place in this beautiful and peculiar area.
Being located in the heart of Veneto region,
Alta Marca’s prime location is perfect to start
your own tour around the whole area. From
here, you can both easily reach the city of
Venice or the spectacular Dolomites.
Do not hesitate and come visit the fantastic
area of Alta Marca!

WHERE TASTE AND ADVENTURE MEET:
EXPLORE OUR HILLS
Discover our experiential tour packages and plan your
dream holiday in the Prosecco Superiore Hills! Explore
the excellences of the Alta Marca area with our guided
tours, tasting tours, hidden itineraries for all tastes and
budgets:
● Customised Alta Marca tours
● The flavours of Alta Marca
● Nordic walking, slow biking and the Munich-Venice
cycle path
● From Venetian villas and Canova’s art pieces to our
lakes, caves and waterfalls
● Castles and abbeys of Alta Marca
● Vespa tour around the Prosecco Hills, caves and castles
● Adventure parks, trekking and paragliding (for
beginners)
● Prosecco route
INFO AND BOOKINGS
www.offersmarcatreviso.it prenotazioni@marcatreviso.it
+39 0422595790
Discover our tourist packages to fully enjoy our precious
territory! All of our packages come with a selected
accommodation arrangement and dinner in one of our
exclusive restaurants.
INFO AND BOOKINGS
www.visitproseccohills.it
info@visitproseccohills.it
+390438970350

The Prosecco Hills are true treasures to
preserve and promote. Here, you can find
tiny, hidden osterie (local wine bars),
family-owned wine cellars, abbeys and
churches, breathtaking landscapes and so
much more! Here are some of this area’s
travel tips and must-sees:
VALDOBBIADENE
Villa dei Cedri Via Piva, 89
Built at the end of the 19th century, this Art
Nouveau villa is surrounded by a stunning
public garden, venue for many renowned
events.
Anello del Prosecco
The Anello del Prosecco route (literally, “The
Loop of Prosecco”) is a nature trail among
the local vineyards. Guided tours available
(max. 15 people), booking required at least
one week in advance.
Pianezze
In this old, small town you can find many
nature trails, along with a series of tasting
tours in typical cottages called malghe.
Conegliano-Valdobbiadene Hills’ Prosecco and
Wine Route
The oldest Italian wine route, a unique trip
among vineyards and villages.

VIDOR
Abbazia Benedettina di Santa Bona
This abbey is open to visitors at the beginning of September
during a local timed race called Palio. Located just above river
Piave, the abbey used to hold a strategic position.
Castello di Vidor
This town’s First World War memorial, called Monumento ai
Caduti, is definitely worth visiting.
Santuario Madonna delle Grazie
Located in a hamlet called Colbertaldo and surrounded by
stunning vineyards, this sanctuary shows beautiful frescoes on its
walls.
FARRA DI SOLIGO
Chiesa di San Vigilio
Built in the 10th century, it was the base of the Italian military
intelligence. You can easily reach it while walking among the
surrounding vineyards.
Tempio di San Martino
This temple is the symbol of one of the town’s hamlets, Col San
Martino.
Did you know? Inside the temple there is an urn filled with
different names. The couples who ask to the saint to bless them
with a child have to extract a random name from it. If their wish
will be granted, they have to give their baby that exact name.
Chiesa di San Lorenzo Via San Lorenzo
This church is located among the Prosecco Superiore Hills.
Eremo di San Gallo Via San Gallo 34, hamlet of Soligo Evocative
religious complex located on top of the San Gallo hill.
Sanctuary of the Grieving Blessed Virgin of Collagù
Located among the vineyards, it is the main destination of
pilgrimages dedicated to the Grieving Blessed Virgin.

PIEVE DI SOLIGO
Villa Brandolini d’Adda Via Roma 4, hamlet of
Solighetto
Headquarters of the Producers' Consortium
for Prosecco Superiore D.O.C.G.
REFRONTOLO
Molinetto della Croda  Via Molinetto, 40
Mills tours available here.
Villa e Tempietto Spada Via Capretta, 1
Visit this villa and its wonderful side wings.
Not far from the villa you can find the
temple, located just above a picturesque
scenic landscape.
MIANE
Santuario del Carmine
This sanctuary is located in a little valley
called Visnà, at 600m above sea level.
During summertime, it hosts the weekly
Sunday Mass.
Malghe
Thanks to the initiative “Malghe tra Mel e
Miane”, during summertime the municipal
cottages of Budui and Mont are open to the
public.
Combai hamlet of Miane
Small village with several nature trails, such
as “Sentiero del bosco incantato”, “Strada
de la fan”, “Comby”.

FOLLINA
Abbazia Cistercense di Santa Maria
Located in the heart of the town, this abbey was
built in 1146 and reaches its peak of splendor
and power with the arrival of the Cistercians.
Inside the basilica there are numerous
remarkable art works.
Fiadora Path
Natural path that runs along the Fiadora stream.
CISON DI VALMARINO Cison
One of the most beautiful Italian villages, Cison
is worth visiting in every season.
Castelbrando
It is one of the biggest European castles, looking
over Cison and the Valmareno valley.It is
reachable on foot or by cable railway. Open on
Sundays and public holidays or by appointment.
Via dei Mulini
It is a natural path which connects the centre of
Cison and the Forest of “Penne Mozze”.
Bosco delle Penne Mozze Piazzale degli Alpini
(along via Tofane)
Also known as The Forest of the Fallen, this
memorial in remembrance of the fallen Alpines
who died in war, is surrounded by nature.

VITTORIO VENETO (DISTRICT OF SERRAVALLE)
Flaminio Square
It is an old square paved in Istrian stone. The
square flaunts a bell tower, which clock quadrant is
one of the oldest in Europe.
Museum of Cenedese Loggia della Comunità,
Flaminio Square
It hosts archeological, historical and artistic works.
Among these the most important is the
papier-mâché art piece “Madonna con il Bambino”
by Sansovino.
Duomo di Santa Santa Maria Nuova Via Guido
Casoni, 2
Built in the 14th century, this cathedral hosts a
noteworthy altarpiece placed on the main altar.
Santuario di Santa Augusta Via Santa Augusta, 1
Starting from the Duomo di Serravalle, this
sanctuary can be easily reached on foot.
Oratorio dei Santi Lorenzo e Marco della
Confraternita dei Battuti
Located between the Scuola dei Battuti and the
town’s Bell Tower (former Porta San Lorenzo), this
small church was built in the 15th century.
Palazzo Minucci-De Carlo Via Martiri della Libertà,
35
This palace hosts a great collection of art works and
valuables. It has an internal access to get to the
church of Santa Croce.

VITTORIO VENETO (DISTRICT OF CENEDA)
Cattedrale Beata Vergine Maria Assunta Piazza Papa Giovanni Paolo
I
This cathedral holds the remains of the town’s patron saint, San
Tiziano.
Palazzo del Seminario Vescovile Piazza Papa Giovanni Paolo I
Inside the palace, you can find the Diocesan Archive, the Library,
the Diocesan Museum of Sacred Art “Albino Luciani” and the
Museum of Natural Science “Antonio de Nardi”.
Museo della Battaglia Piazza Papa Giovanni Paolo I
The museum tells to its visitors the story of the Great War.
Vittorio Emanuele II Gallery of Medieval, Modern and
Contemporary Art Villa Croze, Viale della Vittoria, 321
It hosts a collection of art pieces dedicated to Maria Fioretti
Paludetti.
San Giacomo di Veglia: Museum of Silkworm Via della seta, 23/6
Located in place of a former spinning mill, the museum also hosts
some educational workshops.
ABSOLUTELY NOT TO BE MISSED...
While visiting the Prosecco Hills, you simply cannot miss the city of
Conegliano, also known as the “Pearl of Veneto”. Its main street, Via
XX Settembre, is full of frescoed buildings. The city’s Duomo hosts
the famous altarpiece made by the artist Cima da Conegliano and it
is connected with the Sala dei Battuti. Located on the top of the hill,
the town’s medieval castle hosts the Civic Museum.
Close to Conegliano, you can visit San Pietro di Feletto with its
famous Antica Pieve, a building that exhibits the famous painting
“Cristo della Domenica” on its external facade. Nature and history
lovers can enjoy an archeological park called Parco Archeologico
Didattico del Livelet in Revine Lago. The park is also a starting
point for many nature trails around the lakes. The Grotte di
Caglieron, located in Fregona, are also worth a visit. These evocative
natural caves, which were hand-drilled to extract the pietra dolza, a
peculiar kind of stone.
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